
Three Customer Service Hacks for a 
Covid and post-Covid World

How Customer Service Organizations Can Excel During a Crisis

Cataclysmic events in 2020 have shown companies that ANYTHING can happen and 
significant business disruption is a given. It isn’t a matter of IF, but WHEN.

So what steps can you take TODAY to leverage any disruption 
and excel in the next crisis?
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INTRODUCTION

The year 2020 will forever be known as the year of tremendous personal and business disruption. The 
COVID-19 pandemic devastated the world economy and taught customer-focused leaders they have 
to  prepare for the unexpected. Catastrophic or unforeseen events can produce a tsunami of inbound 
traffic that creates huge challenges – primarily ensuring that you can serve your customers well. 
 
Contact centers and customer service personnel were deluged with desperate customers calling, 
emailing, and messaging en masse, crippling millions of businesses’ ability to care for their customers.

Our call centers remain open. We are 
experiencing higher than normal call volume 
with longer than usual wait times. We 
apologize for any inconvenience and ask for 
your understanding as we work to serve all 
of our customers.
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The true fallout is beyond lost revenue. It includes lost customer loyalty as panicked customers were 
unable to cancel a flight, speak to a loan officer or get information on their utility bill. We know this 
because studies have shown that Net Promoter Scores have fallen precipitously in dozens of industries 
during the pandemic as shown by the graphic below:
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The COVID-19 pandemic has taught customer-focused leaders that anything can happen and we have 
to do everything we can to mitigate the next disaster.

The next crisis could be any number of potential issues, market or financial disruptions, natural 
disasters, or anything that disrupts your ability to care for your customers.

It’s ALL about empowering customers to be engaged and served AT SCALE. Check this out:

Getting these three pieces solved is key because the companies that do will grow when everyone else is 
shrinking.

The key to implementing these hacks is an easy-to-deploy Real AI solution.

consumers would like 
businesses to always 

offer different channels 
to meet their need

87%

of customers elected to 
stop dealing with 2 or 

more brands due to poor 
service

41%

of customers value 
self-service as it puts 

them in control of their 
engagement

73%

THREE CUSTOMER SERVICE HACKS FOR A 
COVID AND POST-COVID WORLD

Serve customers in the channel they choose.HACK #1

HACK #2

HACK #3

Offer additional digital channels and options during disruptions.

Harness the power of Real AI to automate a superior scalable customer experience.
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We are seeing an evolution and shift from more traditional customer-facing communication 
channels to digital channels and that means a need to continue to innovate. The COVID-19 pandemic 
dramatically accelerated this trend. 

According to a study by Forester, many consumers used digital channels for the first time during 
the pandemic:

Serve customers in the channel they chooseHACK #1

“Recent data shows that we have vaulted five years forward in consumer and 
business digital adoption in a matter of around eight weeks.”

The COVID-19 recovery will be digital: A plan for the first 90 days: McKinsey Digital
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More consumers than ever are utilizing digital channels and we have to be prepared to serve them in 
the channels THEY choose.

Leading companies are preparing NOW to fully resource digital channels for consumers who want 
instant information about their accounts. It’s time to bite the bullet and provide customers the ability 
to ask questions, get answers, and transact on your website, via your mobile app, through social 
messaging and SMS, BEFORE the next crisis hits.

Servicing customers that want to speak to someone in your call center quickly during a crisis is difficult 
as recent events proved. Your ability to scale up customer service personnel to unexpected demand is 
limited. So what can you do TODAY to prepare for the next unexpected event?

Agile businesses anticipate customer issues and proactively provide information via their website, 
press releases and social media. While good, these often only reach a portion of affected customers 
and do not directly address customers needs.

As a result, these proactive measures may not stem the increase in calls from customers who require 
immediate attention. Call deflection at the IVR, or, redirecting the customer to a digital experience 
may be an effective self-service strategy. In particular, linking customers to the ability to converse in 
a digital channel, allowing you to answer questions or guide them through resolution will dramatically 
improve your overall service levels and customer satisfaction.

Offer additional digital channels and options during disruptionsHACK #2

of enterprises plan to 
introduce chatbots 

within 2 Years

80%

of all B2C consumers 
prefer to interact using 

Messaging

66%

of all consumer 
interactions with 

businesses start on a 
Smartphone

70%
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When customers reach out to your “contact center,” they want answers and resolutions to the situation 
they have currently. Customers need instant, intelligent answers. Often the process will already be 
defined, and maybe some “rules” will need defining, but this is a transactional activity, which likely can 
be automated, thus freeing your agents to focus on high value and complex customer needs. 

In a crisis, the demands on a customer-facing department can be dire. Because of the dynamic 
nature of the changes, and the nature of some of the financial transaction regulations, customers are 
connecting in whatever way they can – probably resulting in higher than usual call volumes. This pinch 
point is where the problem and opportunity coexist.

You need an effective automation solution that harnesses the power of Real AI. 
 
So what are the critical capabilities of an effective digital channel automation solution? 

Harness the power of Real AI to automate a superior scalable 
customer experience.

HACK #3

Connect to the critical systems required to understand the customer context 
and connect to humans so they know the context of the conversation .

Context

Systematically add/adapt Real AI automation to remove repetitive 
interactions from the contact center and eliminate customer dis-satisfiers.

Automate

Optimize the utilization of your people through intelligently guiding 
conversation within automation and when human assistance is desired.

Orchestrate
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Conclusion

Current volumes of inbound activity are unmanageable, creating customer and agent frustration. By 
deploying an effective digital automation solution you can rapidly deploy and implement Real AI, a 
digital-first automation solution across all channels.

You can reduce lengthy queues and frustratingly long wait times, assisting your callers to get what 
they urgently need, with minimal friction and on their device and channel of choice.  And the best part? 
With current technology platforms available, this isn’t a six-month project, you can begin to automate 
conversations in a matter of a few weeks. There’s no reason not to begin today.

Do these things and your organization will excel in a time of crisis.



About Koopid

Koopid was born from a simple premise:

That business and its customer should engage in a transparent and persistent conversation. That 
interaction silos – voice, chat, digital self-service, IVR, chatbots – should be consolidated into a single, 
elegant paradigm. That it is time for AI-powered Customer Experience Orchestration – a radically 
simple architecture for the modern Contact Center.

Led by Dr. Venky Krishnaswamy, Ph.D., Yale (two times winner Thomas Edison award), we’re a team 
of experts in AI and Unified Communications technologies and we’re inventing the future of Customer 
Engagement. Our core architects have PhDs from some of the best universities on the planet. We are 
laying the foundation for the hyper-personalized customer journeys of the future.

Our AI – Native Customer Experience Orchestration platform is delivering transformational
customer experience to our clients. Together we have over 200 patents, and amongst us are AI\
Chatbot pioneers and WebRTC pioneers.
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